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Enabling technologies
for heterogeneous
systems

2T405 Chip/package-system co-design (CoSiP)

Making SiP design data
more easily recyclable
Design runs for electronic
chips, packages and
printed-circuit boards have
historically been separate
processes. Yet market
demand is pushing the
development of ever more
compact electronic
systems, where integrating
the various analogue and
digital component parts
becomes a single design
process. ‘Co-design’ or
integrating the three
different design streams
for chips, packages and
boards into a single
process has therefore
become a key goal for
European semiconductor
companies. And developing
an efficient and functioning
co-design approach was
the target of the MEDEA+
CoSiP project.
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Data backbone concept

No standard EDA landscape
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tant European strength; this MEDEA+

Data more easily recyclable

projecthas boosted SiP design capabilities in
a way that will help European companies

The switch from the idea of developing a uni-

retain their market position for some time

fied database to a shared data backbone has

to come.
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MEDEA+ !2365 is the industry-driven pan-European
programme for advanced co-operative R&D in
microelectronics to ensure Europe's technological and
industrial competitiveness in this sector on a worldwide basis.
MEDEA+ focuses on enabling technologies for the Information Society and aims to make Europe a leader in system
innovation on silicon.

